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Raven Guard



Of all of the First Founding Space Marine Chapters, the Raven Guard are by far the least understood by their fellow Astartes, and indeed most of the Imperium. Many see the Space Marines as those who use overwhelming force without compromise – not so with the Raven Guard. Due to their lack of numbers they have had to adapt their battle tactics to one of stealth, sabotage and surgical strikes instead of direct assaults. This tactic has caused much strife between the Raven Guard and other, more direct Chapters.



Deliverance



Deliverance is the barren, airless homeworld of the Raven Guard and the location of its fortress-monastery, called the Ravenspire. Deliverance was once known by the name of Lycaeum before the Great Crusade. The rugged planetoid is the moon of the Forge World of Kiavahr and once served as the primary source of strategic minerals for Kiavahr's vast hive cities and its ruling Tech-Guilds. When Primarch Corax first arrived on Lycaeum, its people were all Kiavahran slaves required to mine Lycaean ores for their Tech-Guild masters. Corax led a great revolt against the Kiavahran garrison on the planet and eventually won the independence of Lycaeum and its people from their tormentors. The newly-freed rebels promptly renamed the moon Deliverance in honour of their victory. Deprived of Lycaeum's ores, the economy of Kiavahr collapsed, ultimately leading to a period of intensive civil war among the planet's Tech-Guilds. When the Emperor's Great Crusade reached Deliverance, Corax only agreed to aid his father once the Emperor promised to bring peace to the people of Kiavahr. The Imperium restored Kiavahr to the control of the Adeptus Mechanicus since it was a Forge World and thus an ancient Mechanicus colony. Soon, it was transformed into a stable Imperial Forge World. The Emperor granted rule over Deliverance to the Raven Guard Legion, who built their fortress-monastery on its barren surface.



Unstable Geneseed



The genetic material of the Raven Guard was greatly damaged by the accelerated processes utilized following the Istvaan V Massacre. Much of the gene-stocks of the Raven Guard were lost or irreparably damaged and as such a significant portion of the Chapter’s genetic material comes from Terra. Additionally the process of transformation into a marine is notably higher in the Raven Guard and many casualties early in training only add to the slow and limited recruitment process of the Chapter. Even further degeneration in the gene-seed has caused several of the implants to fail, the Betcher’s Gland and Mucranoid no longer exist within the gene-seed of the Raven Guard, and other defects cause the marines’s skinto become paler over until it is as white as their Primarch’s, and the eyes and hair of the Astartes will eventually become a deep black.



Recruitment



Owing to the instability of the Raven Guard's gene-seed due to the experiments of Corax, much of the Chapter's genetic stock has been irreparably damaged. Now, much of their genetic material comes from stored supplies held on Terra by the Adeptus Mechanicus. This means the cycle of recruitment for the Raven Guard is much slower than for other Chapters while they wait for purified samples of gene-seed to be sent from Terra and fewer Raven Guard recruits for the Chapter prove able to survive their training and genetic modification. This means the Chapter is constantly short-handed. Raven Guard recruits are almost all drawn from the hardy population of miners that has called Deliverance home for millennia. These recruits are taught the errors of haste early in their training, and that each mistake could cost the lives of themselves or their Battle Brothers. Given the perpetual shortage of Marines that the Chapter has, any loss suffered is a grievous one. There is a lesson learned from every fight, so it is not to be forgotten or overlooked as a minor skirmish.



The Raven Guard do not venerate the Emperor with the fervour or zeal of many other Astartes Chapters, viewing him instead as a distant figure, the master of the galaxy and the founder of the Imperium but little more. Corax is viewed as a mighty leader capable of making tough decisions when the need was great.



Combat Doctrine:



Covert warfare and guerrilla tactics are well known to the Raven Guard. The very skills that made them legendary during the Great Crusade, and allowed them to survive the fires of the Horus Heresy now make up the greater part of the chapter’s combat doctrine. While the Raven Guard are fully capable of deploying in force when necessary, recruitment is still slow and dangerous and as such the chapter still relies on sabotage and stealth to a large extent. Captain Kayvaan Shrike is the pure embodiment of these tactics and his campaign against the Orks of Targus VIII has become legendary. The Raven Guard are also famed for their ease of deployment, the Chapter's forces are often highly mobile and will deploy in Drop Pods instead of Thunderhawks. This allows the fighting forces of the Raven Guard to quickly assess and adapt to a rapidly changing battlefield. Furthermore the Raven Guard are exemplars of squad level tactics and rapid deployment and these aspects of the Chapter are closely studied and have even been incorporated into the doctrines of other Chapters. Sharing experience and knowledge is not necessarily uncommon, but the extent to which the Raven Guard’s skill in these areas is acknowledged as impressive. The Raven Guard adhere closely to the dictates of the Codex Astartes, however they rely heavily on Assault Squads and independently operating Scout Squads.



Pasts



1 – Veteran of Targus VIII: You served with Captain Shrike and an elite team of infiltrators that was cut off behind the Ork lines when your pick-up Thunderhawk was shot down. For more than two years you and you fought a guerrilla war deep in Ork held territory, stealing supplies and munitions, sabotaging Ork installations, ambushing and slaughtering the greenskins whenever they could, as well as relaying vital intelligence to the Imperium’s forces fighting in the campaign. You and your brothers’ actions brought the campaign to a successful conclusion decades earlier than predicted. 2 – Chaos Incursion into Ultramar: You were part of the Raven Guard squad that fought alongside the Ultramarines. Your squad proved to be an invaluable asset, turning the tide of battle multiple times when it swung against the forces of the Ultramarines and their allies. Most impressive was the destruction of the terrible Black Basilica, a massive mobile fortress of the arch-enemy. Your squad infiltrated deep behind the lines and scaled the sides of the horrific mobile weapon and shrine to the dark gods. Your squad planted demolition charges within the mobile for-tress' primary munitions room. The destruction of the fortress broke the back of the invaders. 3 – Nimbosa: The planet of Nimbosa is a hotly contested world on the Eastern Fringe, where the Tau Empire and the Imperium have clashed on numerous occasions. Several Space Marine chapters are reputed to have fought the Tau on the planet at one time or another and the world has changed hands many times. You were a part of the Raven Guard force that assaulted the Tau positions on the planet and forced the xenos to retreat during the Campaign. 4 – The Downfall of the Megarchy: In 748.M41 the Hive World of Thruskus denounced the Imperial Creed. The stirring oratories of the local ruling council of elders known as the Megarchy whose charismatic and persuasive oratory held the hives of Thruskus in their thrall. However their rule was short lived. You were with the Raven Guard who struck like lightning, defeating the Megarchs and hanging them from their own hive spires. Within a day of the Megarch's death the world of Thruskus was brought back to compliance. 5 - Defense of Ammoriss: You fought with the Raven Guard forces that responded to the distress call from Ammoriss when the Tyranids invaded that world. The splinter of Hive Fleet Behemoth was defeated by the Imperium in no small part thanks to the deep strikes carried out by you and your battle-brothers.



Demeanor – Strike at the Heart



Strike at the Heart is a Demeanour (see page 32) unique to Space Marines from the Raven Guard Chapter. The Raven Guard follows the dictates of the Codex Astartes closely, though they do differ in the tactical application of their troops. The Raven Guard depend heavily on their ability to act alone for extended periods of time. Tactical prowess and personal initiative are seen as more important than mere might. If there is the possibility of using a swift dagger to the heart instead of a drawn out fight, the Raven Guard are the ones to find it and act. These beliefs cause some tension between the Raven Guard and other Chapters, particularly the Blood Angels who they see as brutish and clumsy. Every member of the Raven Guard is encouraged to speak his mind and offer tactical suggestions. A new Scout may address the Chapter Master in this way without repracussion. This level of expectation has lead to difficulties when the Raven Guard interact with other Chapters who enforce the ranking system more rigidly.



Attribute Bonuses



+5 Agility, +5 Intelligence



Implants: Raven Guard Space Marines do not possess either the Betcher’s gland or Mueranoid gland as their gene seed has been mutated to the point that they do not function. Raven Guard characters do not gain the benefits of either of these implants. The Melanchromic Organ however has a unique mutation that over the years of service causes the skin of the Battle-Brother to grow paler, eventually they will be as white as their Primarch and their hair and eyes will darken, becoming black as coal. Starting Equipment



Due to the Raven Guard always seeking an advantage in combat, many prefer to use the older Mk VI “Corvus” patterns of armour. The character may choose the Corvus pattern of armour and forego the roll to choose armour type.



New Talent



Sudden Strike If an enemy has not yet acted in combat, the character’s attack will deal an additional 1d5 points of damage. If attacking a horde, instead deal an additional 3 points of magnitude damage.



Chapter Advances Advance



Concealment Concealment +10 Concealment +20 Move Silently Move Silently +10 Move Silently +20 Scrutiny Tactics (Recon & Stealth) Tactics (Recon & Stealth) +10 Tactics (Recon & Stealth) +20 Hard Target Hip Shooting Sudden Strike Paranoid Talented (Demolitions)



Cost 400 400 400 400 400 400 300 200 200 200 500 500 600 500 400



Type



Skill Skill Skill Skill Skill Skill Skill Talent Talent Talent Talent Talent



Prerequisites



Move Silently Move Silently +10 Tactics (Recon & Stealth) Tactics (Recon & Stealth) +10 Ag 40 WS or BS 40



Trappings



Dust of Deliverance A small, black pouch of dust from the surface of Deliverance has seen as much combat as the wearer. To have it survive a combat mission intact is a sign of good omen for the next mission. When all primary and secondary objectives have been completed, you gain 1 additional point of renown Avian Medallions Worn by those who have earned a distinctive achievement in some distant battlefield, these medals are worn with pride, their meaning instinctive to all of the Raven Guard Wings Outstretched: Add +2 to any Pilot (personal) Test Perched, Overseeing: Add +3 to Command Tests to prevent the Cohesion damage Open Eye, Watching: Add +2 Damage on the first successful Attack Roll in a combat



Relic



The Raven’s Wings This is a highly ornate Astartes Jump Pack that was used by Captain Valagria during his tour with the Deathwatch. Raven wings are moulded in deep relief on the sides of the jump pack and the shape of a raven skull adorns the top. This Jump Pack allows a character to multiply their movement distance by two and a half times (base move x2½). If this Jump Pack is used in the maximal thrust mode it gives the wearer Flyer (15) instead of the normal 12 of other Jump Packs. In addition if the user is called upon to make a Piloting (Personal) Test when operating the Jump Pack he will gain a +10 bonus to any such test. Raven’s Wings: Rq 65 – Rank Hero



Solo Mode



Raven’s Stealth Rank 1 – While for most Chapters the need for stealth ends when a scout is promoted to battle-brother and receives his power armour, for a Raven Guard the stealth training has just begun. The character may roll twice for Concealment and Silent Move Tests and take the better value. This ability cannot be used if the character is wearing Terminator armor. Rank 3 – the character ignores 10 points of the penalty on Concealment and Silent Move Tests when wearing Astartes power armour. Rank 5 – The character uses this ability gains the Unnatural Agility x2 while using Concealment and Silent Move Rank 7 – Once per game, the character may choose to forego a roll for either Concealment or Silent Move check and replace it with the result of a 01 as rolled on d%.



Squad Mode Attack



Exploit Weaknesses Action: Free Action Cost: 2 Sustained: No The Raven Guards are masters of exploiting the weakest spot in their enemies’ defenses. The Raven Guard can observe his enemy and often determine where this weakness lies. When this ability is activated the battle-brother and all of those within support range add +5 to their WS or BS against the specified foe (which can be a Horde) for each additional battle-brother who has attacked the target since their last turn. Improvement: At rank 3 and above each battle-brother can also adds +2 Penetration to their attacks against that target, this benefit is tripled (+6 Penetration) against vehicles or static targets (buildings, bunkers, etc.). At Rank 5 if a Horde is attacked in this manner and suffers enough magnitude loss to incur a WP test the Horde suffers a -10 penalty to WP Tests to avoid breaking, due to the speed and effectiveness of the attack.



Squad Mode Defense



Merge Into Cover Action: Free Action Cost: 2 Sustained: No The Raven Guards are masters of scouting and infiltration and so move with a keen awareness of the available cover in their proximity. Whenever any member of the Kill-Team is fired on and this Stance is activated then any battle-brother in Support Range can make an immediate movement to any available cover within Agility Bonus meters. In addition the battle-brothers may ignore any Pinning effects from the attack until they reach cover. Improvement: at rank 4 and above each Battle Brother may move double their Agility Bonus in meters and they add +4 AP to any cover that they reach.



Primarch’s Curse – Apart From the Flock



The more time spent away from his Raven Guard kin, the battle-brother begins to feel out of place with the other Space Marines who seem to favour brutal and clumsy methods of getting the job done. Level 1 – See, but don't be seen: The tendency for Marines from the Raven Guard Chapter to always think "outside the box" can have its drawbacks. While the "direct approach" might be more advantageous at times, the character tends to think of such tactics as heavy-handed and limited. For the Raven Guard, only missions that rely heavily on stealth and the precise application of force are ever truly successful. Level 2 – Birds of a feather…: The character begins to understand that not many other Space Marine Chapters can truly comprehend their methods and often underestimate them, or use them incorrectly. As such he will openly disregard any order that he feels is not playing to his strengths. Others must pass a Hard (-10) Charm Test to sway the character’s opinion of their tactics. Level 3 – Fly Solo: The character looks upon simple tactics of open frontal assault to be a waste of energy and life, preferring instead to use the time honoured tactics of seeking out and striking at the weak point. When encountering a force that outnumbers the kill-team at least 2 to 1, the character will not participate in a frontal assault if at all possible. If there is another way, he will take it to strike at the foe from an unexpected direction. This causes great consternation within the kill-team, and causes 1 point of Cohesion damage once per mission.



Psychic Powers



Enshrouding Night Cost: 500 XP Prerequisites: None Action: Half Opposed: Yes and No, see text Range: 10 metres x PR Sustained: Yes Description: A circle of expanding darkness pulses from the centre of the Librarian’s blast, and reaches out in a full sphere with the radius equal to the Librarian’s PR. All enemy creatures that are caught in it suffer a -20 to all WS and BS checks until they move out of the sphere. Members of the Kill Team are unaffected and may attack into/out of the darkness without penalty. In addition, the Librarian may designate a number of enemy creatures within the darkness equal to his PR. If the creature fails the Opposed Test, they are blinded until they leave the darkness. This power affects any creature that can see in perfect darkness, unless it’s by means of a psyker or other sorcerous ability. Flocked Cost: 1,500 XP Prerequisites: Rank 3, WP 50+ Action: Half Opposed: Yes Range: 15 metres x PR Sustained: Yes Description: The Librarian’s hands open up, and each finger seems to elongate and detach, turning into a giant raven. These ravens form two groupings and will fly at different targets, or the same target is the Librarian chooses. On a Hit, each group of birds’ razor sharp beaks deal 3d10 + 5 Rending Damage. If the attack would cause Righteous Fury, the Righteous Fury damage could be ignored, and instead the target is permanently Blinded. Perfect Cover Cost: 1,000 XP Prerequisites: None Action: Extended (2) Opposed: No Range: 5 metres Sustained: Yes Description: The Librarian is able to hide himself and as many allies equal to his PR within range using warpcreated falsities to obscure their presence. While unmoving, all affected allies receive +30 on all concealment checks. No penalties are taken from Called Shots from this cover. Moving breaks their cover. They are no longer affected by this power until it is used again. Quagmire Cost: 500 XP Prerequisites: None Action: Full Opposed: Yes Range: 5 metres x PR Sustained: Yes Description: The Librarian designates a number of creatures equal to his PR. These creatures then begin to inexplicably sink into the ground and must succeed a Grapple Test, where the Librarian uses his Willpower instead of his Strength. If the Librarian chooses to damage the creature as part of the Grapple action, he wills the landscape shut, dealing 1d10+(PR x 2) points of Impact Damage. The creature cannot Take Control of the grapple. If this were to happen, the grapple ends and the creature is freed.



Taste of Deliverance Cost: 1,000 XP Prerequisites: Rank 3, WP 45+ Action: Half Opposed: No Range 8 metres x PR Sustained: No Duration: 1 round x PR Description: The Librarian summons for the cold, airless void that surrounds Deliverance and emulates it here. The Librarian creates a 1 metre x 1 metre square of airless space within range. Any enemy that passes through that square (or if the square passes over creature) suffers 1d10+5 damage in which Armour cannot reduce, but toughness can. The creature is immune if environmentally sealed or doesn’t breathe. If the creature takes more than 3 points of damage after it is reduced, they are knocked prone due to the lack of air in their lungs. On subsequent turns until the Duration is over, the Librarian may spend a Half Action to move the void any number of squares equal to his Willpower Bonus in any one direction, dealing its effects to any creature it passes through.
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Your squad proved to be an invaluable asset, turning the tide of battle multiple times when it swung. against the forces of the Ultramarines and their allies. 
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Stanza Five: 10. What sound images does the poet use in this stanza? How does it help create suspense? 11. Give one example of alliteration in the stanza. 12.
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Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered, weak and weary,. Over many a strange and curious volume of forgotten lore,. While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping,. As of someone gently rapping, rapping at my chamber door. "'Tis
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"Though thy crest be shorn and shaven, thou," I said, "art sure no craven,. Ghostly grim and ancient Raven wandering from the Nightly shore---. Tell me what thy lordly name is on the Night's Plutonian shore!" Quoth the Raven, "Nevermore." "Prophet!" 
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"Sir," said I, "or Madam, truly your forgiveness I implore;. But the fact is I ... "Doubtless," said I, "what it utters is its only stock and store, .... 14. How does this stanza continue to build suspense? ... Write your own personal response to thi
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